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Chapter I.
T.E. Childhood
His heart was full of feelings, but nobody could understand it… Because he was a robot. His
name was TE2305. He was born in 2041 in the robot’s family.
Today 223-year-old TE had a birthday. All alone he was sitting on the bank of the river and
watching the ultramarine sunset. His thoughts were far away.
TE thought about his school years and …no friends. He was always a bit strange or special? or
unique? Other robots did not understand him. Little TE suffered when naughty robots called him
bad names or played aggressive games.
TE tried to make friends with the robots, tell them about his interests and feelings, and even
share a secret that it seemed he had a heart! That was incredible for the robots. But the other
machines just laughed and did not believe him. May be they even could not imagine what he was
talking about. At some point of time he had to give up and leave his feelings for himself for more
than 200 years.
Chapter II.
Secret Factory
Suddenly it started to shower, TE had to run fast to avoid corrosion, he only took a small piece of
birthday sunset with him… in his heart to save warm feelings and rain drops to remember this
evening.
He ran so fast not really thinking about the path. He stopped in 30 minutes and understood he did
not know where he was.
TE saw a huge secret factory with a big board saying “Robots Recycling. For authorised
personnel only”. He nearly lost his consciousness and hardly hid himself from a huge flying
truck which was bringing new victims to the death factory.
Chapter III.
She.
TE was very frightened, but amazed by a beautiful song …from a truck. Who could sing such a
lovely song coming to the death?
TE saw a she-robot as beautiful as a princess, she was singing that unforgettable song. She was
singing about her feelings, her love and her heart. That was unbelievable and very non-machine
like. Had she got a heart then?..
For a second TE thought she had noticed him, and his heart stopped beating for a few seconds.
The truck disappeared behind the soulless steel gates and took her away.
Chapter IV.
Behind the Gates
TE already knew that he would come to the factory even if he could lose his robot’s life.
Although TE was not the bravest robot in the world, he came out of his shelter and knocked on
the gates. The gates did not open.
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Then TE took a piece of the sunset and threw it into the gates, it was so hot that even the steel
could not bear it. The gates screamed and opened.
TE saw an ugly picture: thousands of robots parts everywhere, terrible fire flames, enormous
recycling mechanisms. He was frightened, but he could not turn back as She was here.
The enormous magnet was getting close to the flying truck to capture the victims and deliver
them to the recycling equipment. TE had to speed up to rescue the beautiful singer.
He took out the rain drops and sent them exactly to the magnet control panel. The mechanism
malfunctioned and stopped.
TE rushed to the singer, grabbed her in his hands and ran to the gates. She trusted him and
obeyed.
At the gates a bunch of evil robots was waiting for them. TE recognised one of them, they
studied at one school and he was the most cruel boy-robot there.
TE knew now that having love made him stronger and tougher than any of these guys. He left his
robotfriend for a while and rushed into the battle. His attack was so fierce that the enemies had to
step back and… were trapped into the recycling mechanism.
TE did not wait for another gang, he took his robotfiend’s hand and they rushed through the
melted gates.
Chapter V.
Robots’ Hearts
When they felt safe they stopped. TE looked at her and said: “I am TE2305. I’ve got a heart.”
She simply replied: “I know. My name is MS3012.”
Since then they were always together, and their hearts, and their minds, and their kids. Every
year on TE birthday they were coming to the bank of the river to sing together, and to enjoy the
sunset or … even rain.
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